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With Geokey, Eclipse residents can access their community with
their phones. No more struggling with a ring of keys or getting
locked out of their space: Geokey has students covered!

Keyless Smart Access

The Eclipse on Management staff benefits just as much as the
students with Geokey’s enhanced access management, allowing
them to track unit access and get detailed activity reports in case an
audit is needed or issues in the building arise. 

Enhanced Management

Eclipse on Madison provides student housing to the Tallahassee area, making it the premier
location for students wanting to attend Florida State University. Eclipse wanted to give their
students a secure, easy, and efficient access control solution, and Geokey was able to help!

Geokey was able to meet the needs of Eclipse on Madison by providing
an enhanced and efficient smart lock solution that allows them to
manage their building at an affordable price.  By using Noke and Port
hardware to secure their student community, Eclipse is able to provide
students with convenient yet secure access. 

By turning the phone into the key, Eclipse no longer has to worry
about devoting time and resources to cutting and managing physical
keys. On top of that, Eclipse has been able to reduce the number of
lockouts that occur thanks to students forgetting or misplacing their
keys! 

Admins are able to take advantage of the Geokey portal to distribute
and manage their resident's unique keys remotely. This allows them to
track entry data with detailed reporting so that residents know that no
one is accessing their space except for them and approved personnel.  
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ECLIPSE AND GEOKEY BRING CONVENIENCE AND
SECURITY TO STUDENTS

Key Metrics
Eclipse on Madison uses Geokey to
secure the doors to their student
housing community and provide
keyless access to their residents. 

70
Access Point Controlled

51,425
Mobile unlocks to date

301
Users
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“Geokey has been very helpful, and I
just LOVE how easy the system is to use
and navigate. Not to mention the spot
on 24/7 customer service!”
-Sarah Blackburn, Eclipse Director of
Marketing & Leasing

Students can rest easy at night, knowing their units and community are
secured. Thanks to each resident receiving a key unique to their phone and in-
depth access tracking, the student knows that only they and approved
personnel have access to their space. 

Efficient Security
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